What's It All About?

Read the paragraph. Then color the card with the best topic sentence for the paragraph.

In the morning, we play a really fun family football game. I often score the winning touchdown. Then everyone goes inside and my older cousins build a fire in the fireplace to keep us warm in the cold November weather. I feel so happy as we sit around the house telling jokes and smelling all the yummy aromas from the kitchen. We all know the food will be delicious. My father always cooks a turkey with gravy and stuffing. My aunt makes sweet potatoes, and my grandmother brings three different kinds of pies. Her pumpkin pie is the best. While I love the meal, the best part of Thanksgiving is spending the day with my family. I look forward to the day all year.

There's no school on Thanksgiving.

Thanksgiving is in November.

Thanksgiving is my favorite holiday.

Brain Box

A topic sentence tells a reader what a paragraph is about. It is usually the first sentence in a paragraph.